Abstract In this paper, we describe the technique for calculating minimum violation of a system in fuzzy linear inequalities showing it is also an efficient violation.
Introduction
Fuzzy linear inequality system (FLIS) is a refinement of linear inequality system (LIS). We consider the FLIS for which all constraints are vague and they accept the violations. The violations are not distinct, and they are usually estimated. If the violations select incorrectly (we call this violation an inefficient violation), the system may have no solution.
In this paper, we present a criterion for inconsistency of a system (IS), degree of feasibility and degree of consistency of a system. By solution of a quadratic convex programming, the minimum violations of FLIS are computed. We also show this violation have the minimum norm. There are various methods to the solution of FLP problem such as [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , but all of these methods assume the violation of the linear M. Keyanpour ( ) · S. Ketabchi( ) Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Guilan, Rasht, Iran Email: kianpour@guilan.ac.ir saed.ketabchi@gmail.com programming is on the hand. In this paper, a minimum violation of FLP problem is calculated by extending our method. Now we describe our notation: All vectors will be column vectors and we denote the n-dimensional real space by R n , meaning A , and ∞ the transpose of matrix A and Euclidean norm and ∞ norm, respectively. A i will denote the ith row of matrix A and for vector a ∈ R n the plus function a + is defined as (a + ) i = max{0, a i }, i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Fuzzy Set of Inconsistency of Crisp Systems
In this section, inconsistency of a system is defined, and then we define a fuzzy set of inconsistency on adjunction matrixes such that if the grade of membership of an adjunction matrix [A, b] , is zero, then the system
is completely consistent, and if this amount is one, then the system is completely inconsistent.
We now consider the following quadratic programming:
The objective function of this problem is convex piecewise quadratic and differentiable function and upper bounded by ||(−b) + ||. 
Lemma 2.2 The fuzzy set I is normal.
Proof Since numerator and denominator is nonnegative in Relation (3), thus
System of Linear Inequality with Constraints Violation
In this section, we consider the system of inequalities with violations in constraints,
T ∈ R n , b i ∈ R and violations are v i ∈ R + . The fuzzy set of feasibility of a constraints is defined, and then by using min operation of Zadeh [9] , degree of consistency of a system is defined.
